Abstract-Among the large amount of genes presented in microarray gene expression data, only a small fraction of them is effective for performing a certain diagnostic test. For this reason, reducing the dimensionality of gene expression data is imperative. Self-organizing map (SOM) is a type of mathematical cluster analysis which particularly well suited for recognizing and classifying features in complex, multidimensional data. This paper proposes an improved Self-organizing map clustering algorithm which based on neighborhood mutual information correlation measure. To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we apply it to six well-known gene expression datasets and compare our results with those obtained by other methods. Finally, the experimental results show that the proposed approach to gene selection is indeed efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, gene expression profiles (GEP) based molecular diagnosis of tumor have attracted a great number of medical researchers and computer scientists for the goal of realizing precise and early tumor diagnosis [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, the curse of dimensionality caused by high dimensionality and small sample size of tumor dataset seriously challenges the tumor classification. So how to select important gene subsets from thousands of genes in GEP dataset to drastically reduce the dimensionality of tumor dataset is the first key step to address this problem [10] .
Clustering is a main task of explorative data mining and a common technique for statistical data analysis used in many fields, including machine learning, pattern recognition, image analysis, information retrieval, and bioinformatics, etc. [3] . When applied to gene expression data, conventional clustering algorithms may encounter a problem which is a huge number of genes (attributes) versus a small number of samples [4] . Well-known conventional clustering algorithms are: K-means algorithms [11, 12] , Bayesian clustering [13] , and various Hierarchical clustering algorithms [14] [15] [16] . K-Means is among the most widely used partitioning algorithm. It is an unsupervised clustering algorithm that is simple and robust. However, this algorithm needs to fix the number of clusters and their initial centroids before assigning the input data. Bayesian clustering is a highly structured approach when a strong prior distribution on the data is available [13] . Hierarchical clustering has a number of shortcomings for the study of gene expression. Strict phylogenetic trees are best suited to situations of true hierarchical descent (such as in the evolution of species) and are not designed to reflect the multiple distinct ways in which expression patterns can be similar [13] . In order to deal with the high dimension problem of genes well, we propose a novel SOM algorithm in this paper.
SOM [13, 17] has a number of features that make them particularly well suitable for clustering and analyzing of gene expression patterns. They are ideally suited to explore data analysis, allowing one to impose partial structure on the clusters (in contrast to the rigid structure of hierarchical clustering, the strong prior hypotheses used in Bayesian clustering, and the non-structure of K-means clustering) and facilitating easy visualization and interpretation. As for correlation measures, Euclidean distance and Pearson's correlation coefficient are widely used for clustering [13] . However, for measuring the correlation between genes, Euclidean distance is not effective enough to describe functional similarity such as positive or negative correlation in values. Empirical studies have shown that it may assign a high similarity score to a pair of dissimilarity genes [18] . Furthermore, most clustering methods are not able to effectively cope with continuous attributes which is also a distinctive characteristic of gene expression data. When applied to the continuous attributes, conventional methods commonly discretize the continuous data into a finite number of intervals for data mining. But discretization may lead to information loss. As we know, SOM utilizes Euclidean distance measuring the correlation between genes. In this paper, we use neighborhood mutual information instead of Euclidean distance to evaluate the correlation between genes. By applying improved SOM to gene expression data, clusters of genes based on their neighborhood mutual information correlation can be discovered.
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the concepts of SOM clustering and neighborhood mutual information. An effective and efficient attribute clustering method ICMSOM is proposed in Section 3. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we apply it to six gene expression datasets. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Self-Organizing Map
SOM [19, 20, 21] is a clustering tool which can convert the non-linear statistical relationships between high dimensional data into simple geometric relationships of their image points on a low (often one or two) dimensional grid. By that way, the data points which show similar properties are placed close to each other within the output of SOM algorithm [17] .
SOM consists of a set of neurons which usually arranged in a two dimensional structure, the neighborhood relations exist among the neurons, which dictates the topology and structure. As shown in Fig.1 , the network of SOM usually consists of two layers of neurons: input layer and output layer. Although, the neurons on input layer are fully connected to the neurons that on output layer, the neurons on each layer have no connection to each other. Neurons on the output layer are arranged in either a rectangular or hexagonal lattice. The selection of lattice shape affects the performance of the SOM due to the number of neighbors of neurons. The performance of the SOM by using a hexagonal shape is expected to be higher since more neighbors are modified in the hexagonal lattice when it is compared with a rectangular lattice [19] . Each neuron is represented by a n-dimensional weight vectors. The algorithm of SOM is initialized by assigning the values of weight vectors of each output neuron linearly or randomly. Training process of SOM starts by representing a data point randomly in the network. The distances between these data points and the weight vectors of all neurons are computed by using distance measures such as Euclidean distance. By comparing these distances, the nearest Kohonen neuron, is identified as the 'winning' neuron. The weights of the winning neuron are adjusted in order to get close to the actual data point. The weights of neighboring neurons are also updated, so that the order of the input space can be satisfied [22] . In the SOM network, the character mapping is topologically ordered and character choosing. Topologically ordered means the space position of the neuron in the network being is mapped from the character or some territory of the input sample. Character choosing means that when a data is given in the input space of non-linear distributed, SOM can choose the best character for the approach [20, 23] . The above two characters determine the SOM network suitable for the disease feature.
B. Neighborhood Mutual Information Measure
Hu et al. [24] proposed neighborhood mutual information to cope with continuous gene data, evaluating the relevance between attributes.
There is a problem to employ mutual information in gene evaluation due to the difficulty in estimating probability density of genes. So neighborhood mutual information combines the concept of neighborhood with information theory, and generalizes Shannon's entropy to numerical information. Training samples are usually given as vectors of attribute values and the attributes are numerical, as shown in Table 1 , where A 1 and A 2 are two attributes, while C is the decision label of samples. Let
be a set of samples described with gene set F, and
and the average uncertainty of the set of samples is computed as 
Let R, S ⊆ F be two subsets of genes, then the
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Input layer neighborhood mutual information of R and S is denoted by
III. EFFICIENT GENE SELECTION ALGORITHM
A. The Novel Correlation Measure
As for correlation measures, Euclidean distance and Pearson's correlation coefficient are widely used for clustering [15] . However, for measuring the correlation between genes, Euclidean distance is not effective enough to describe functional similarity such as positive or negative correlation in values. Empirical studies have shown that it may assign a high similarity score to a pair of dissimilarity genes [18] . Conventional SOM uses Euclidean distance measuring the correlation between genes, it is not able to cope with continuous attributes effectively which is also a distinctive characteristic of gene expression data. Au et al. [18] 
T be an input data, where X is a sample. Choose a random value for the initial weight vector w j = [w j1 , w j2 , …, w jL ] T , j = 1, 2, …, N, N is the number of output neurons. w ji (t) is the ith component weight vector of the output neuron node j at time t, x i (t) is the ith input of X at time t. In this paper, we use neighborhood mutual information instead of Euclidean distance to evaluate the correlation between genes. The correlation between the input X and neuron j is defined as w ji (t) .
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B. The Description of The Improved SOM Clustering Algorithm (ICMSOM)
There are several steps in the application of the algorithm. To get the winner, competition and learning are needed in the process. The steps above are repeated until the feature mapping is formed. The process is as follow:
(1) Initialization: Choose random values for the initial weights j w .
(2) Winner Finding: Find the winning neuron C at time t, using the correlation criterion:
( ; ) arg max , 1, 2, , ( , )
where 1 2 [ , , , ]
represents an input vector at time t, N is the total number of neurons.
(3) Weights Updating: Adjust the weights of the winner and its neighbors, using the following rule: (2) and (3) until the changes in the disease feature mapping are very small or the maximum iteration time is reached.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
To validate the ICMSOM sort capability in comparison with K-means, Hierarchical and SOM, six different datasets are used to study. There are 8D5K dataset, AD400_10_10 dataset, Yeast dataset, Heart dataset, class dataset and Breast Cancer dataset (The 8D5K dataset and AD400_10_10 dataset are artificial datasets. The rest of the datasets can be got from UCI datasets.) The characters of dataset are shown in Table 2 . For no test samples in database, ten-fold-cross-validation is chosen to compute the percentile of correct sort. The results are the average and standard deviation taken over ten runs.
The performance of the proposed ICMSOM method is extensively studied and compared with that of some existing algorithms, namely, K-means, Hierarchical and SOM, employing rand to measure the clustering accuracy. To analyze the performance of different algorithms, the experimentation is done on six different datasets. And each dataset is preprocessed by data cleaning and data filtering, removing the data that which expression level is negative or small, processing noise data and missing data.
In this experiment, the operating environment is Lenovo Windows7 PC with 3.1 GHZ CPU and 4GB RAM, and the algorithm is coded by VC++. The experimental software is MATLAB 7. Table 3 . According to Table 3 , the accuracy of ICMSOM is higher than SOM. In four different algorithms, the accuracy of ICMSOM is the highest for six different datasets; on the other hand, the accuracy of Hierarchical is the lowest. From the Table 3 , we can have the accuracies of two kind of SOM clustering algorithms are higher than other algorithms. This is because the SOM algorithm is not sensitive to initialization parameter setting, and it can gradually achieve the global optimal by adjusting the neurons in characteristics of the right value. ICMSOM algorithm is one of the improved algorithms of the traditional SOM algorithm. It not only has the advantages of traditional SOM algorithm, but also can deal with continuous data and evaluate the irrelevant and redundant genes. This method can cluster those all contains important characteristics of the related gene expression data. So the accuracy of ICMSOM is higher than SOM.
From Table 3 , it can be observed that ICMSOM exhibits the best performances on the six datasets, and the performances of ICMSOM and SOM are very close, though ICMSOM performs a little better than SOM. Furthermore, the two algorithms perform markedly better than the other two algorithms, where Hierarchical has the worst performance.
From Table 4 , it can be seen that ICMSOM and SOM have good time performance, though the clustering time of ICMSOM is a little higher than SOM. That is because it needs more procedure to compute the neighborhood mutual information of genes. However, the K-means algorithm also has a very good time performance. That is due to K-means is linear algorithm, and the time complexity of it is ( ) O knl , where k is the number of cluster, n is the number of data, l is the number of iteration. Therefore, the time complexity of SOM is
k is the number of neurons, n is the number of data, m is the number of iteration. Generally speaking, the ' k and m of SOM are larger than k and l of K-means, so the time complexity of SOM is higher than K-means. The time complexity of ICMSOM is higher than SOM. In the four different algorithms, the 
V. CONCLUSION
Clustering and classification are key tasks of gene identification. In virtue of the continuous attributes, our proposed attribute clustering algorithm for gene selection can directly deal with the continuous data and acquire high accuracy. Experimental results show that this algorithm outperforms than other approaches. In the recent research, the cluster configuration is studied by using qualitative analysis. In order to get through understanding about gene expression profiles, and extend our model to improve its generation, we have to investigate the cluster quality further, which refers to its shape, size and distribution, etc. That is what we want to be involved with in the further concern.
